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	Standing as the most comprehensive reference on oral cancer reconstruction, this handbook serves as an all-encompassing compendium of surgical and cosmetic strategies for the reconstruction of bone, muscles, nerves, arteries, and anatomical structures of the oral cavity- covering wounds extending from the lips to the pharynx with detailed illustrations depicting the exact techniques utilized for functional and cosmetic repair and optimization of quality of life.


	It is my distinct pleasure to make comment about this well-timed text regarding oral

	cavity reconstruction. That this book has evolved is a testimonial to the evolution of

	medical understanding, enhancement, and therapeutic planning in the multidisciplinary

	approach to complex problems. What was once an arena of extirpation followed

	by modest attempts at reconstruction, management has been transformed (through

	the wonders of imaging, miniaturization, and visual magnification) to selective extirpation

	and functional as well as cosmetic reconstruction. Questions heretofore

	unasked, or at least unanswered, have in many instances fallen to resolution. This

	excellent work chronicles the breadth of understanding and implementation which

	now exists, such that the bottom line focus of the surgical rehabilitative team focuses

	on quality of life for the patient. I commend the editors for their creativity and all of

	the authors for their contribution thus enhancing the welfare of our patients. For

	those of us involved in treatment of advanced head/neck malignancy, this contribution

	comes at the right time.
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App Inventor 2O'Reilly, 2014

	
		Yes, you can create your own apps for Android devices—and it’s easy to do. This extraordinary book introduces you to App Inventor 2, a powerful visual tool that lets anyone build apps. Learn App Inventor basics hands-on with step-by-step instructions for building more than a dozen fun projects, including a text answering...
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Combustion Processes in Propulsion: Control, Noise, and Pulse DetonationButterworth-Heinemann, 2005
"This collection represents the current state-of-the-art in combustion research for air-breathing chemical propulsion. Nearly an equal mix of computational and experimental results are presented from the major players in Pulse Detonation Engines research, providing the reader with a thorough overview of the contemporary technical issues...
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Modern C++ Programming with Test-Driven Development: Code Better, Sleep BetterPragmatic Bookshelf, 2013

	
		
			If you program in C++ you've been neglected. Test-driven development (TDD) is a modern software development practice that can dramatically reduce the number of defects in systems, produce more maintainable code, and give you the confidence to change your software to meet changing needs. But C++ programmers have been...
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Objective C Memory Management EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn and put into practice various memory management techniques in Objective-C to create robust iOS applications


	About This Book

	
		Learn about the concepts of memory management in Objective-C
	
		Get introduced to Swift, an innovative new programming language for Cocoa and Cocoa Touch
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Professional SQL Server 2008 Internals and TroubleshootingWrox Press, 2010
A hands-on resource for SQL Server 2008 troubleshooting methods and tools

SQL Server administrators need to ensure that SQL Server remains running 24/7. Authored by leading SQL Server experts and MVPs, this book provides in-depth coverage of best practices based on a deep understanding of the internals of both SQL Server and the Windows...
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Oracle Application Server Portal Handbook (Osborne Oracle Press)McGraw-Hill, 2007
Wasn’t the Web supposed to make everything easier? Oh sure, the maturation of companies doing business on the Web has made things more reliable and more secure, but easier? If you’ve been using the Web for a while (5+ years), you’ve noticed the evolution from static web pages to dynamic content. AJAX and other technologies provide...
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